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Request for Proposals 
Applied Jewish Wisdom and its Impact on Democracy and Civic Engagement 

 

Background 

Lippman Kanfer Foundation for Living Torah helps people apply particular Jewish wisdom to universal 
human questions in the here and now, and cultivates Judaism’s evolving wisdom tradition as an 
enduring source of value for human civilization over the long term. 

In 2016, the Foundation sponsored a prize competition—the Lippman Kanfer Prize for Applied Jewish 
Wisdom—to encourage, recognize, and support programs that engage individuals and communities in 
applying Jewish wisdom in exemplary, creative, and impactful ways.  “Jewish wisdom,” as understood by 
the Foundation, is wisdom (i.e., guidance and inspiration for living well) that draws from the 
accumulating body of teaching and practice embodied in Jewish texts, traditions, history, and the lived 
experience of Jews today. Eligible programs were those in which Jewish teaching and practice were used 
to help people live better lives and shape a better world in any area of life (e.g., personal growth, 
spiritual development, family life, business and professional activity, community life, society and 
economy, and the environment). 

In 2018-19, in partnership with Democracy Fund, the Foundation sponsored a second iteration of the 
Prize. Drawing on lessons learned from the 2016 Prize competition, this round focused on Jewish 
wisdom applied to a specific area of life: democracy and civic engagement. The Prize received over 120 
applications and—through a selection process that involved over 30 external reviewers and judges from 
across the Jewish and democracy landscapes—selected seven winners (four programs transitioning from 
ideation to being operational and three established programs). The Foundation has retained all 
application and reviewer materials. 

Research 

The Foundation is now seeking proposals from researchers who are interested in working with the 
materials collected during the 2018-19 Prize to generate new insights into: 

1. How the applicants, reviewers, and judges understood the relationship between “applied Jewish 
wisdom,” and “democracy and civic engagement”; 

2. The Prize’s impact, if any, on the larger Jewish and American public’s understanding of the 
applicability of Jewish wisdom to issues of central concern in their lives, with “democracy and 
civic engagement” being an example of such an area of concern; and 

3. The impact of the Prize competition and the Prize winners’ programming on the Jewish 
community’s concern for and commitment to democracy and civic engagement. 

http://www.lippmankanferprize.org/
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Examples of areas of inquiry and research questions that might be pursued include: 

1. Understandings of “Jewish wisdom,” e.g., 
a. How do the programs define and understand the term “Jewish wisdom”? 
b. How do they operationalize this in their work? 
c. How did the reviewers and judges define and understand the term? 
d. How did this definition impact their evaluation of applications? 

2. Understandings of “democracy and civic engagement,” e.g., 
a. How do the applicants implicitly or explicitly define and understand democracy? 
b. How do they implicitly or explicitly define and understand civic engagement? 
c. Which elements of democracy or civic engagement did the reviewers privilege over 

others in their evaluations? 
3. The role of the Prize in changing people’s perceptions of the relevance of Jewish wisdom to their 

lives, e.g., 
a. How, if at all, did the Prize application and review process impact the understandings of 

applicants and reviewers about the relevance of Jewish wisdom in navigating their day-
to-day lives? 

b. How, if at all, did the Prize influence the public’s perception about the relevance of 
Jewish wisdom to their lives? Data explored could include: 

i. Media coverage; 
ii. Comments on media coverage; and 

iii. Conversations/comments on social media. 
c. How, if at all, have participants in the winning programs change their views about the 

relevance of Jewish wisdom to their lives? 
4. The role of Jewish wisdom in supporting democracy and civic engagement, e.g., 

a. Do the programs and reviewers understand applied Jewish wisdom as being a value-add 
to existing non-Jewish approaches for supporting democracy and civic engagement? Or 
is it a way of contextualizing those same approaches in Jewish tradition? 

b. How, if at all, did the Prize influence the public’s perception about the relevance of 
Jewish wisdom to democracy and civic engagement? Data explored could include: 

i. Media coverage; 
ii. Comments on media coverage; and 

iii. Conversations/comments on social media. 

Proposals 

Lippman Kanfer Foundation for Living Torah seeks proposals from individuals interested in conducting 
research along the lines outlined above using the information gathered in the 2018-19 Prize competition 
(applications, reviewer and judge scoring and comments, and ancillary materials) plus whatever 
additional resources / methodologies (e.g., interviews, focus groups) the researcher may choose to 
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employ. Researchers will work under the overall guidance of Ayalon Eliach, Director of Learning and 
Strategic Communications at the Foundation. 

Results of the research should include (a) a report to the Foundation, either text or slide-deck, (b) a draft 
of a submission to a peer-reviewed academic journal, and (c) a draft of a shorter, more accessible article 
for a popular audience that articulates some key findings. The research product(s) should be submitted 
to the Foundation no later than September 27, 2019. 

Research may be conducted by an individual or by more than one person working together. 

Researchers will be named Woocher Research Fellows to honor the influence of the Foundation’s 
Founding President, Dr. Jonathan Woocher (z”l), on our commitment to research and learning. Lippman 
Kanfer Foundation for Living Torah will pay a stipend of $5,000 for each research project approved. 

The research proposal should be no more than three pages and include the following items: 

1. Name of the researcher(s) 
2. Current professional status (professor, graduate student, educator, etc.) 
3. Academic background / CV 
4. Current affiliation (if any) 
5. Proposed focus of and plan for the research, including:  

a. Areas of inquiry (from among those above); 
b. Hypotheses to be tested (if any); 
c. Additional material to be used (if any); 
d. Anticipated form of presenting results; and 
e. Anticipated date of submission of results. 

6. Contact information for the researcher(s) 

Proposals should be submitted to Ayalon Eliach at ayalon@lippmankanfer.org.  

Research products will be the joint property of the researcher(s) and Lippman Kanfer Foundation for 
Living Torah, either or both of which may disseminate the product, or not, as they see fit.  However, 
neither party will be able to modify the product as submitted without the other’s permission. 

Lippman Kanfer Foundation for Living Torah will approve research proposals on a rolling basis.  
However, all research products are due no later than September 27, 2019.  Upon approval of a proposal, 
the Foundation will send out a contract to the researcher(s) that will detail the terms of the agreement. 

Questions 

Please address any questions to Ayalon Eliach at ayalon@lippmankanfer.org. 
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